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Abstract

Original Research Article

Metastatic lung cancer is difficult to be cured due to easy and wide dissemination of the lung cancer. Here we reported
a patient case suffering from small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) by using RNA-seq analysis. In the methodology, we used
magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) to harvest a pair of the patient lung cancer cells and normal cells and then
extracted RNAs for RNA-seq to achieve gene expression files and SNP profile from lung cancer cells and normal
control cells. After uncovering gene expression profiles and SNP profile, genomic expression signature (GES) was
used to map quantitative network and then GES combined with SNP (single-nucleotide polymorphism) profile was
screened to discover driving genes and driving mutations. We successfully discovered that ADAM19, NID1, SLIT3
and SVEP1 abnormally drive EGFR pathway to cause lung cancer although finally no any drug was uncovered target
ADAM19, NID1, SLIT3 and SVEP1 related to a personalized therapy. The case with that analysis tells us that
pharmacogenomics scientists need develop more targeting genes related to drugs in high expressed EGFR pathway
and physicians’ scientists also require extending more methods such as epigenomics, microRNA and non-coding RNA
by RNA detection techniques with their therapeutic targeting methods.
Keywords: magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS), gene expression signature (GES), single-nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) signature, quantitative network, drug discovery, Betweenness Centrality (BC) and Degree
Centrality (DC).
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INTRODUCTION
Personalized therapy is a new generation of
treatment to be directly tailored for physicians to care
individual patient relying on personal genomic profiles
[1-4]. It is often called as "the right treatment for the
right person at the right time." Here, a clinical sampling
along with driving genes and mutations has been
successfully discovered for personalized therapy by
using clinical sampling from magnetic-activated cell
sorting (MACS) to pick up lung cancer cells and
normal cells, analyzing their genomic expression
signature (GES) and single-nucleotide polymorphism
profiles (SNP profiles). After GES/SNP signature
database
were
combined
with
quantitative
bioinformatics analysis, we have successfully
discovered driving genes and mutation from EGFR
pathway for the patient. The analysis indicated that
clinical genomics can contribute personalized therapy,
but we still have long way to go for individualized
therapy including discovering more compounds of

targeting therapy and developing more methods such as
epigenomics, microRNA and non-coding RNA with
their therapeutic targeting methods.

CASE REPORT AND METHODS
Patient and specimen: The patient is 60 years
old male with dry cough containing blood sputum.
Multiple metastatic masses were found with increase of
FDG uptake in the inferior lobe of left lung by PET/CT
and multiple bone destructions were discovered in ribs
and iliac bones, cervical, thoracic and lumbar vertebra.
Metastatic chest fluid obtained from patient suffering
from SCLC was diagnosed according to conventional
pathology. After Informed consent from the patient, the
metastatic blood chest fluid was sent to our clinical
laboratory. As our previous report, Ficoll gradient
solution isolated the buffer colt containing CD326 cells
[5] and a magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS)
further harvested a pair of lung cancer cells and normal
cells from the metastatic chest fluid by negative
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selection of CD45 Ab beads and positive selection for
CD326 beads [6]. After CD326 cells were collected,
CD326 Ab PE-labeling cells are used to identify CD326
cells under fluorescent microscopy for the cell purity.
RNA-seq and QC analysis: RNA was extracted
from both cells in which methods shown as reported
previously [7]. Each RNA with triple repeats was send
to Genomic Core in Kansas University Medical Center
to perform High-seq for the genomics experiments.
Galaxy platform was used for the short oligonucleotide
analysis aligned to human transcript reference
sequences from the human hg19 and the expression
analysis at transcript levels by HISAT2 and differential
analysis were performed by Cufflinks and Cuffdiff in
the Galaxy platform as routine performance [8]. The
transcripts expression level between the pair of the
RNA samples was used as RPKM (reads per kilobase of
transcript per million mapped reads). In order to define
tumor cell driving mutation, we further analyzed SNP
in the transcripts to uncover significant SNP based on
the genotype calls from the paired tumor cells and
normal cell samples [9].
Discovery of signature GES and SNP: After
GES and functional SNP were uncovered; we combined
targeting genes by both GES and significant SNPs so
that signature SNPs profiles were uncovered for the
driving genes related driving mutation which also was
used to search drugs for specifically targeting the SCLC
[10].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tumor cells purification and RNA extract with
QC analysis: After metastatic chest fluid obtained from
patient, Ficoll solution isolated the buffer colt and
MACS was used to purify CD326 cells. As Fig-1
shown, CD326 can harvest 86% as Fig-1B after
negative-positive selection (which means excluding
leukocytes by CD45 Ab beads) and positive collection
by CD326 Ab beads under fluorescent microscopy
while control cells only contained 4% CD326 cells as
Fig-1A which was from negative selection workflow.
The positive collection cells and control cells were used
to RNA extract. RNA quantity and quality all analyzed
from Agilent 2100 were matched to RNA-seq
requirement.

Fold Change
P value
Q value
Defined gene

RNA-seq performance and bioinformatics
analysis: After Genomic Core in Kansas University
Medical Center performed High-seq for the
experiments, we used Galaxy platform to mine the
RNA-seq data and QC analysis, HISAT2 sequenced
reads aligned to human transcript reference sequences
from the human hg19. The performance of
gene/transcript expression were subject to Cufflinks and
Cuffdiff in the Galaxy platform. The performance of
SNPs was subject to BWA sequenced reads aligned to
human hg19a with the performance of SNP by SAM
and GATK platform in the Galaxy system. After we
achieved RPKM (reads per kilobase of transcript per
million mapped reads) from tumor cells to compare to
normal control cells, we first studied gene expression
characteristics according to fold level change (>2, >1.5,
>1.25 and <2, <1.5 and <1.25), P value and Q- value
(which an adjustable P value) as Table-1. We used to P
and Q value lesser than 0.05 and fold change larger than
2-fold to uncover significant gene expression list.
We secondly uncovered significant SNP based
on the genotype calls from the paired tumor cells and
normal cell samples. As Table-2, we input 420,000 SNP
which discovered from GATK platform so that we
achieved 87525 SNPs from exone and splicing. After
removed synonymous and non-frameshift SNP, we
further study conserved SNP and harvest 2155 SNPs as
significant SNP for next step work.
Results of signature GES and SNP for driving
genes and mutations with their drugs search: After GES
and functional SNP were uncovered, we observed that
552 transcripts (with P and Q values <0.05 and
ontology distribution as Fig-2) and combined 2155
SNPs were further performed tumor driving genes. A
list of driving genes was discovered as Table-2 from
both GES and significant SNPs. We discovered
ADAM19, NID1, SLIT3 and SVEP1 related to EGP
pathway. We also discovered COMT, CHRNB4, IL7R
and NCF2, which are increasingly reported to relate
with lung cancer. Although we successfully uncover
targeting genes (ADAM19, NID1, SLIT3, SVEP1
related to EGF pathway and COMT, CHRNB4, IL7R
and NCF2 highly expressed in lung cancer), current
target drugs approved by FDA cannot be discovered
from these driving genes.

Table-1: Results of Gene Expression profiles
>2 fold >1.5 fold > 1.25fold <2 fold <1.5 fold
2213
3987
6569
4908
7979
314
722
1543
366
1602
314
722
1543
351
1531
243
547
1228
155
708
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<1.25 fold
11188
3167
2895
1369
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Table-2: Results of SCLC driving genes (A and B)
ID (EGF pathway) A
Gene Name
ADAM19
ADAM metallopeptidase domain 19(ADAM19)
NID1
nidogen 1(NID1)
SLIT3
slit guidance ligand 3(SLIT3)
SVEP1
sushi, von Willebrand factor type A, EGF and
pentraxin domain containing 1(SVEP1)
ID (Lung Cancer) B
Gene Name
COMT
catechol-O-methyltransferase(COMT)
CHRNB4
cholinergic receptor nicotinic beta 4
subunit(CHRNB4)
IL7R
interleukin 7 receptor(IL7R)
NCF2
neutrophil cytosolic factor 2(NCF2)

Species
Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens
Species
Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens
Homo sapiens

Legends

Fig-1: MACS performance for CD326 and CD45

Fig-2: The pathway and construction were defined by gene expression profile
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CONCLUSION
Personalized therapy has increasingly reported
to treat uncured tumor disease so that we have
successfully reported several cases which have been
successfully used by the new generation of treatment
[11-13]. This report demonstrated a performance for
personalized therapy by using analyzing their genomic
expression signature (GES) and single-nucleotide
polymorphism profiles (SNP profiles) to discover
driving genes and mutation regarding EGFR pathway
which can cause the lung cancer, although the target
gene and mutation have not related to target drugs. The
analysis tells us that scientists need develop more
targeting genes related to drugs in EGFR related
pathway to cure lung cancer and physicians’ scientists
require extending more methods such as epigenomics,
microRNA and non-coding RNA by RNA detection
techniques with their methods.
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